
Common Knowledge assists project management, action research 
and learning development in arts in health. We offer an independent 
and competitively priced consultancy with practical support on:

•Developing arts in health projects with communities and schools

• Workforce learning programmes that bring creativity to health 
promotion, targeted for specific professions and groups, or for a 
mix of professions and disciplines to support effective partnership 
working

• Research and evaluation in community-based arts in health

• Co-mentoring and reflective practice in the workplace

• Network development – locally, nationally and internationally

We span theory and practice and have over twenty years’ experience 
of developing research-guided arts in health projects in healthcare 
settings, schools and communities. We are internationally acclaimed 
for our pioneering work, and we lead on arts projects for the influential 
Centre for Medical Humanities at Durham University  
(www.dur.ac.uk/cmh)

Common Knowledge has tried and tested methods for developing 
creative engagement with the public on health education and 
flourishing. We draw together different perspectives to increase the 
capacity for arts-based approaches to health by engaging artists, health 
and medical professionals, teachers, local government staff, and the 
voluntary sector. We can then help you devise and deliver imaginative 
health interventions with communities, schools and patient groups.  

Common Knowledge provides a model for how creativity can be 
applied to health issues of common concern and it gives participants 
the confidence to try out new ways of working with people whose 
health is vulnerable or at risk. Our work is designed to be relevant to 
the service priorities of both providers and commissioners.

Common
Knowledge
Best PraCtiCe in arts in HealtH and eduCation



The Common Knowledge consultants are: 
Mike White. Senior Research Fellow in Arts in Health at the Centre for 
Medical Humanities and St. Chad’s College, Durham University, UK. His work 
for the Centre has included long-term community projects and workforce 
development programmes in arts in health, research and evaluation, and 
commissioned audits and literature reviews of arts in health for Government 
agencies. He has held a prestigious NESTA Fellowship to research 
community-based arts in health and build national and international links in 
this field, and his book Arts Development in Community Health – a social 
tonic is widely influential. He was previously at Gateshead Council where he 
developed many arts in health and arts for older people projects, as well as 
public art commissions such as the landmark Angel of the North by Antony 
Gormley. He was given a Royal Society of Public Health award for ‘innovative 
and outstanding contributions to arts and health’. 

Mary Robson. Associate for Arts in Health and Education at the Centre 
for Medical Humanities, Durham University. Originally trained as a theatre 
designer at Wimbledon School of Art, Mary now works as an artist, 
social educator and arts/health consultant in the UK and beyond. She 
is an experienced facilitator and trainer, especially interested in focused 
conversations and reflective practice. Her influential arts in health and 
education work in schools focuses on the social and emotional development 
of children. She was awarded a NESTA Fellowship to explore the concept 
of the artist as social pedagogue in schools and communities. She also 
has a Royal Society of Public Health award for ‘innovative and outstanding 
contributions to arts and health’. 

Common Knowledge can also engage services to a project from its pool 
of highly talented affiliates from the arts, education and health sectors, as 
well as world-ranking scholars from the interdisciplinary field of medical 
humanities.

Contact Common Knowledge at:

St. Chad’s College, 18 North Bailey, Durham DH1 3RH  United Kingdom

Tel: 0191 334 3326

mike.white@durham.ac.uk  maryrobson@mac.com  www.maryrobson.com

“Mike White leads the international field in 
community arts and health. Mary Robson is a 
skilled facilitator and arts in health program 
manager. Together they are a veritable 
powerhouse and their consultancy Common 
Knowledge offers a highly innovative and 
integrated professional service to support best 
practice arts and health program development, 
health promotion, research and education.”
MARGRET MEAGHER, ExECUTivE DiRECTOR, ARTS AND HEAlTH AUSTRAliA

“Mary Robson and Mike White combine a 
richness of creativity with an understanding of 
the practical needs of diverse organisations and 
population groups. They offer an unparalleled 
expertise in mobilising creative thinking and 
practices for addressing contemporary problems.”
SARAH ATKiNSON, PROFESSOR OF GEOGRAPHy AND MEDiCAl HUMANiTiES, 

DURHAM UNivERSiTy 

“Common Knowledge has given me the 
theoretical background and the practical 
experience of working with arts in health, which 
I have been able to apply repeatedly in my public 
health work.”
CATHERiNE MACKERETH, PUBliC HEAlTH lEAD, NHS SOUTH OF TyNE, UK


